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0. Outline

• Thermodynamics and Thermal field theory
• Hydrodynamics as an effective field theory
• EoM, Frame ambiguity and Constraints on hydro
• Chiral hydrodynamics
• Correlation functions and hydro modes
• Kinetic theory
• Hydrodynamic from kinetic theory



1. Microscopic and Fock states:

Microscopic physics in a system can be described by a Local QFT

Noether

Component of stress tensor

Charged field



2. Thermal state:

Let a system with        degrees of freedom evolve in a finite volume.
When it becomes thermalized:

Evolution operator from     to 

in Fourier space:

scalar field



3. Boosted thermal state: global equilibrium

In the frame with velocity

Thermodynamic constitutive relation(s)

4+1 parameters 



4. EFT for IR dof in equilibrium:

We saw that

local on scales
UV  IR

can be approximated as a local action in derivative expansion

Who are ‘s in low energy?   
Non-conserved dof would thermalize quickly
Fast thermalizing modes-non hydro

Conserved dof can not be destroyed locally: 
Back to equilibrium only through the transport

non-conserved quantities in the local equilibrium of conserved ones 



5. Out of local equilibrium

Physics can still be described in terms of the five thermo
parameters, if everything is “slowly varying”

Derivative expansion idea:



6. Idea of hydrodynamics:

5   equation

10+4   dynamical field:      components of 

Hydrodynamics:
can be expanded in terms of 5 local variables and their derivatives. 

ideal fluid

constructed out of gradients



7. First order hydro:

First order data

Landsau-Lifshitz

bulk viscosity

shear viscosity

conductivity          

Eckart



8. Hydro frames:

Fluid velocity is defined by: 
specifying the local rest frame of the fluid elements

Landau-Lifshitz

Eckart

Out of local equilibrium, the fluid velocity is not well-defined:
“hydro frames”



9. Constraints on hydro:

Each fluid flow is equipped with a local entropy current

The local 2nd law of thermodynamics demands

For a charged fluid

The main question in hydrodynamics: how to find all constraints?!



10. Indistinguishability of Frames in equ.:

In the equilibrium, the gradients relax out

Landau-Lifshitz: 

Eckart:

two frames are not distinguishable in equilibrium

Is it possible to define a new frame with 
non-vanishing currents in equ.?



11. Current in equilibrium:  CVE

Let’s consider a rotating thermal state of LH fermions 
[Vilenkin, 1978,PHYSICS LETTERS]

chiral vortical effect



12. Current in equilibrium:  CME

Let’s consider a thermal state of RH fermions in the magnetic field
[Vilenkin, 1980, PRD]

chiral magnetic effect



13. Current in equilibrium and anomaly

THE ADLER-BELL-JACKIVE ANOMALY AND WEYL FERMIONS IN CRYSTAL
[Nielson-Ninomiya, PLB, 83]

Chiral anomaly from LL
due to E field in LLL
Density of state
Degeneracy in LLL

Current in HLL

Current in LLL

By considering the multiplicity of per unit area               



14. Hydrodynamics with triangle anomaly

Motivated by Fluid/Gravity:      [0906.5044, Son, Surowka, PRL]

adding parity violating terms to hydro:

Demanding             vanishes:



15. Chiral transport is non-dissipative:

Ohm Law:
(-) (-)(+)

London 2nd eq.:
(+) (+)(+)

Transport in system of
Single right-handed fermions 

(-) (+)(-)



16. Hydrodynamics correlation functions I

Linear response                          Linear hydro



17. Hydrodynamics correlation functions II

e.g. consider fluid at             

Let us perturb the system

Linear equations

Source of perturbations



18. Hydrodynamics modes 

Let us consider 

hydro modes

Kubo formula

From micro physics: e.g. AdS



19. Hydrodynamics modes in a chiral fluid

Let us consider achiral fluid in the equilibrium

sound
chiral Alfven wave
chiral magnetic wave

[1509.08887, A. Davody, Hejazi, Rezaei, PLB]

[1704.06295, A, Allahbakhshi, Davody, Taghavi, PRD]



20. Out of equ. dynamics in weak regime

QCD

Next talk

QED



21. Liouville’s equation 

Consider with.            particle 
Defining the velocity vector in phase space

The continuity equation of the probability distribution is then

Liouville

Incompressible fluid in phase space 



22. Boltzmann equation

Let’s focus not on the probability distribution for all N
particles but instead on the one-particle distribution function

Let’s see how it evolves in time 

Boltzmann equation                              

BBGKY hierarchy



23. Equilibrium

In the equilibrium

It can be seen that for two colliding particles at     and      : 



24. Conservation equations from kinetic theory

Is there any quantity.      which vanishes when integrating against
the collision integral, namely                      ? 

Yes! This happens for collision-invariant objects 

number density
conservation equations                       momentum density

energy density



25. Ideal Hydrodynamics from kinetic theory

Global equilibrium:

Local equilibrium:

Density conservation:
Momentum conservation:
Energy conservation:



Thank you for your attention
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